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1.   What has been your company’s dynamic 
compared to the 4%-5% growth forecast 
of the Romanian economy in 2018? 

What are the main engines of this growth? Is the 
growth coming more from the internal market or 
from the international market?

2.   In terms of turnover, where does the growth 
come from? It is from more merchandise 
freighted or from higher prices?

3.  How do you accommodate the local 
workforce crisis that tends to push up 
the price of your services?

4.   What are the main trends for the near 
and the medium future in terms in your 
industry?

5.   How does the growth in oil price, in 
dollars, and in interest rates affect your 
business and the industry sector in 

which you operate?

6.    We are very curious: for an international 
activity company, how does the Brexit 
affect you? Are there more opportunities 

or more challenges?

7.    If the consumer wellbeing in growing, so 
is the automotive market and so is your 
business. For how long the present 

growth cycle to you expect to last?

8.   Going personal now, how do you prepare 
yourself to become better as a leader? 
How do you get out of your comfort 

zone? How do you find the right work-life 
balance? 

9.    In your opinion, as a CEO, which is the 
most important question to ask in the 
investment committee: what can go 

right or what mistake can we not afford to make? 
Why? Is there another question that you ask 
your investment committee for 2019?

The growth comes both from increased price per km and from the 
higher volumes transported by road. This year’s tariffs started to 
grow due to the increase in fuel price.
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10.    What’s your ‘’Be careful at…’’ advice 
for 2019? 

11.    These are all our questions. Please 
share with us if you have something 
else to add for our readers
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